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In this paper we investigate automated theorem proving systems represented as 
finite classes of resolution proof systems. We call such classes resolution approxima- 
tions. For many first-order logics, theorem proving based on such representation 
offers a substantial saving of computer time. We show that minimal resolution 
approximations of finitely-valued first-order logics can be effectively constructed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One traditional method of gaining efticiency for computer proving 
systems is a careful selection of inference rules and the choice of 
appropriate strategies for directing and restricting the application of such 
rules. A reasoning program usually generates and retains too much infor- 
mation in its database; it often generates facts that are already in the 
database or are irrelevant for the discovery of a computer proof. To a 
certain extent, these obstacles can be overcome by tailoring inference rules to 
specific classes of problems and by employing theorem proving strategies. 
A substantial amount of work has been devoted to these problems, mainly 
in the context of the classical predicate logic, and the reader is referred to 
Wos (1988) for a stimulating and detailed discussion of these topics. For 
non-classical logics, in addition to the speed-up techniques just mentioned, 
computer time can be saved when a logical system 9 is represented not by 
a single automated proof system but by a finite class X of such proof 
systems (Stachniak, 1988). Roughly speaking, we require that 9 and X 
satisfy the property that an inference r is valid in 9 if and only if every 
system in X proves r. Hence, the systems in X can be run in parallel to 
determine if a given inference is valid in 9, and this can be done in the time 
taken by the “slowest” among the systems of X. For many logical calculi 
this approach offers a substantial saving of computer time. We call X an 
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approximation class of B and the question naturally arises of how to find 
approximation classes for interesting logics. 
In this paper we deal with the problem of finding approximation classes 
consisting of resolution proof systems. The central problem addressed in 
this paper is whether approximation classes of first-order logics can be 
effectively constructed. Our main result reads that there is an effective 
method which for every disjunctive finitely-valued first-order logic con- 
structs its minimal resolution approximation, i.e., an approximation class 
consisting of resolution proof systems of the smallest sizes possible.’ 
Finitely-valued logics have found numerous applications in computer 
science, specifically in artificial intelligence (Belnap, 1977; Ginsberg, 1986; 
Schmitt, 1986), logic programming (Fitting, 1988; Mycroft, 1984; 
Przymusinski, 1989), switching theory, and logic design and testing of 
computer circuits (Chen and Miller, 1989; Silio, 1990). 
This paper is a sequel to the investigations into resolution proof systems 
continued in O’Hearn and Stachniak (1989a), Stachniak (1988, 1991), and 
Stachniak and O’Hearn (1990), and is organized as follows. In the next sec- 
tion we discuss techniques for representing propositional logics as resolu- 
tion proof systems. We begin with an algorithm for constructing minimal 
resolution proof systems for finitely-valued logics, and conclude with the 
description of an effective method for constructing minimal resolution 
approximations of such logics. In Section 3 we generalize the results 
concerning resolution approximation of propositional logics to finitely- 
valued first-order logics. 
2. RESOLUTION APPROXIMATION-PROPOSITIONAL CASE 
In this section we discuss the problem of resolution approximation of 
propositional logics. We start with a short review of fundamental concepts 
concerning propositional logics and resolution proof systems. Further 
information on these topics can be found in Manna and Waldinger (1986) 
Stachniak (1988, 1991), Stachniak and O’Hearn (1990), and Wojcicki 
(1988). 
2.1. Resolution Proof Systems 
Let 9 be a propositional language, that is an absolutely free algebra of 
some finite type freely generated by a countably infinite set { pO, pi, . ..} of 
propositional variables. We refer to the elements of the base set L of dp as 
formulas and to the operations of Y as logical connectives. Hence, the 
’ The size of a resolution proof system Rs is the number of premises of the resolution rule 
of Rs. 
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formulas of 2 (i.e., the elements of L) are formed in the usual manner by 
means of propositional variables and logical connectives. Endomorphisms 
of 2 are called substitutions. If c(, /I G L and p is a propositional variable, 
then a(p/p) denotes the formula obtained from a by replacing every 
occurrence of p in M. by /I. The meaning of a(p,//3,, . . . . p,//I,) is self- 
explanatory. By a propositional logic we understand a pair B = (9, C), 
where %’ is a propositional language and C is a consequence operation on 
2, that is, an operation on the set 2L of all subsets of L which satisfies the 
following two conditions: for every X, Yc L, 
(cl) Xc C(X)= C(C(X)); 
(c2) XL Y implies C(X) c_ C(Y). 
If a E L and X c L, then we shall frequently write C(X, a) instead of 
C(Xu {a}). We say that ?J’ is 
- disjunctive if there is a binary connective v (written as a v #?) such 
that for every Xu {a, fi} z L, C(X, a v /?) = C(X, a) n C(X, j); 
- structural if for every Xu {a} EL and every substitution e, 
a E: C(X) implies e(a) E C(e(X)). 
Wojcicki (1988) provides systematic discussion and motivations of the con- 
cepts introduced above. We read the expression “a E C(X)” as “a is a con- 
sequence of the set X,” and, hence, C(X) denotes the set of all consequences 
of X. We call a subset X of L inconsistent (consistent) if C(X) = L (if 
C(X) # L). In the present paper we concentrate exclusively on structural 
disjunctive logics which have at least one consistent and at least one finite 
inconsistent set. 
Let JZ be a propositional language with the disjunction connective 
denoted by v . Following Stachniak (1988, 1991), by a resolution proof 
system on 2 we understand a pair Rs = (d, 9 ), where d is a finite 
algebra of formulas of Y, B and P’ are similar algebras, and 9 is a family 
of subsets of the base set Ver of d.’ With every resolution proof system Rs 
we associate three types of inference rules in terms of which the deductive 
process is carried out: the resolution rule, the transformation rules, and the 
O-rules. These rules and the deductive process based on them are discussed 
elsewhere (cf. O’Hearn and Stachniak, 1989a; Stachniak, 1988; or 
Stachniak, 1991). However, to keep the paper self-contained, we repeat the 
definitions of these concepts with only minor modifications. 
‘In what follows, we shall identify the connectives of L with the respective operations 
of &f?. 
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THE RESOLUTION RULE. Let vO, . . . . v, be a fixed enumeration of Ver. 
The resolution rule is the set of all sequents of the form 
Res ver : ad PI9 ‘..> %(P) 
dP/%) ” ‘.. ” %Jp/u,) 
where a,, . . . . M, are arbitrary formulas and p is a variable which does not 
occur in formulas of Ver. Intuitively, if a set X= {cro(p), . . . . a,(p)} of 
formulas is consistent, then so is Xv ~cq,(p/q,) v .. . v ct,(p/v,)}. The role 
of the elements of Ver, called verifiers, is similar, but not identical, to the 
role of truth-values in that they “witness” the consistency of sets of 
formulas. 
THE TRANSFORMATION RULES. A transformation rule is an expression of 
the form f(v,, .,., v,) au, where f is a t-ary connective, vi, . . . . vI, v E Ver, 
and f(ui, . . . . v,) = v holds in &. The role of transformation rules is to sim- 
plify formulas by replacing occurrences of f(o, , . . . . u,) with an inferentially 
equivalent single verifier v. 
THE O-RULES. A O-rule is an expression of the form Y = 0, where 
YE 9 and 0 is a designated constant symbol (not in L) denoting false- 
hood. The role of O-rules during the deductive process is to provide a 
mechanism for terminating the deductive process. 
In the core of theorem proving methods based on the resolution prin- 
ciple (and refutational methods in general) lies the idea of expressing 
logical entailment in terms of inconsistency. If a logic 9 = (6p, C) is 
associated with a resolution proof system Rs on 49, then to show that a 
formula tx is entailed in 9 by a finite set X one may first try to convert X 
and c1 into a set X, of formulas such that 
crEC(X) iff C(J-,I = L 
that is, c( is a consequence of X if and only if X, is inconsistent. For 
instance, if 9 is decidable, then X, can always be effectively selected. Then 
the inference rules of Rs can be used to determine the consistency status 
of X,. We call Xx the deduced set. Hence, during the resolution based 
deductive process we apply the inference rules of Rs to formulas of the 
deduced set. This process terminates successfully if the deduced set contains 
0. Formally, we write X, % 0 if there is a sequence Q,, . . . . ~1, of 
formulas (a refutation of X, in Rs) such that c(,,, = 0 and each cli either is 
in X, or is obtained from some formulas in the sequence earlier than cli 
with the help of an inference rule of Rs. 
The notion of a resolution counterpart introduced in Stachniak (1988) 
captures the formal association between a propositional logic and a resolu- 
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tion proof system: A resolution proof system Rs on .=5? is said to be a 
resolution counterpart of a propositional logic 9 = (9, C), and 9 a 
resolution logic, if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(rl) for every finite XGL, C(X) = L iff X =% 0, provided 
formulas of X and formulas of Ver do not share variables; 
(r2) if wO* u’r is a transformation rule, then for every cc(p) 
C(dPl%)) = C(dplw,)); 
(r3) for every VG Ver, C( V) = L iff U c V, for some U E 9. 
that 
The property (rl) is called refutational completeness. For reasons of sim- 
plicity, we assume that 9 has the containment property, i.e., if Xr Y c Ver 
and XEF-, then YES. Hence (r3) can be rewritten as: 
for every Vc Ver, C(V)=L iff I/Ep. 
EXAMPLE A. Let gz = (5$, Cz) be the classical propositional logic with 
the connectives 1 (negation), v (disjunction), and --f (implication). Let 
T and F stand for p +p and 1 (p +p), respectively. Moreover, let 
4= {{F}, (F, T}} and let ZZI’~= ({F, T), -I, v, -) be the two-element 
algebra of truth-values with the usual definitions of the operations 1, v , 
and +. The system Rs, = (&*, 4) is a resolution counterpart of gz 
(Manna and Waldinger, 1986; Stachniak, 1988). The resolution rule of Rs, 
has the form 
Res iF, T) : 
%(Ph %(P) 
G(P/F) v dp/T)’ 
Our second example concerns the three-valued logic p3 = (6p, C,) 
obtained from the three-valued tukasiewicz logic by defining the negation 
connective in a similar way as in the three-valued Post logic (cf. Rescher, 
1969). To be precise, the truth-values of yj are 0, 1, and 2, 2 being the only 
designated truth-value. The logical connectives 1, v , and + are inter- 
preted as the operations N , v, and 2, respectively, defined as shown in 
the following truth-tables: 
0 1 I 1 2 2 0 
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The logic P3 has many interesting properties; it is strongly finite (in the 
sense of Wojcicki, 1988), disjunctive, and implicational (in the sense of 
Rasiowa, 1974). Moreover, the formulas u0 = 1 (p + p), u1 = 11 (p + p), 
and v2 =p -+p define the truth-values 0, 1, and 2, respectively; i.e., for every 
assignment of a truth-value to the variable p, o, evaluates to i, i= 0, 1, 2. 
Let Rs, be the resolution proof system on 6;4 defined as follows. The 
verifiers of Rs, are the formulas uO, ur, and oz. The transformation rules of 
Rs, are defined by the above truth-tables. For instance, u2 -+ v,, * vO, since 
z(2,O) = 0. Finally, V* Cl is a box rule if and only if u0 or v, belongs to 
V. We leave it to the reader to verify that Rs, is a resolution counterpart 
of P3. 
For further discussion on propositional resolution proof systems the 
reader may refer to Murray (1982), O’Hearn and Stachniak (1989b). 
Stachniak (1988, 1991), and Stachniak and O’Hearn (1990). 
2.2. Minimal Resolution Counterparts 
Computational complexity of theorem proving methods based on the 
resolution principle depends, among other things, on the size of a resolu- 
tion proof system, that is, on the number of verifiers. Hence, the search for 
small resolution counterparts of logical systems is of considerable impor- 
tance. The first attempt at the “minimization” problem is Stachniak (1991), 
where it is shown that resolution counterparts of structural logics coincide 
with resolution counterparts of the so-called strongly finite logics, that is, 
logics semantically defined by finite collections of finite logical matrices. It 
is further demonstrated that a minimal resolution counterpart Rs of a 
strongly finite logic can be effectively constructed if the upper bound on the 
number of variables occurring in verifiers of Rs is known in advance. In 
this section we improve this result by showing that minimal resolution 
counterparts of resolution logics, not just strongly finite logics, can be effec- 
tively constructed. Moreover, the algorithm for finding minimal resolution 
counterparts presented in this section does not require the upper bound on 
the number of variables occurring in verifiers of a minimal resolution 
counterpart to be known in advance. Before presenting the details we need 
some additional notions. 
Let $P be a propositional language. A logical matrix (or simply a matrix) 
for Y is a pair &! = (&, 9 ), where JJ? is an algebra similar to Y and 9 
is a non-empty family of subsets of the base set I&’ of &’ (cf. Wojcicki, 
1988). The elements of I&’ and the elements of every set de 9 are called 
the logical ualues and designated logical values, respectively. The 
homomorphisms of Y into d are called valuations of 5’ in & and the set 
of all valuations is denoted by Hom(Z’, A). Every class X of matrices of 
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Y determines the consequence operation C,- on Y defined in the 
following way: for every X u {a} C L, 
a E C, (X) iff for every JZ = (d, 9 ) E X, for every dE 9, 
and every h E Hom(g, ,A;p), h(a) Ed, provided that h(X) Ed. 
If 4 is a finite matrix and X = 1.4 }, then we write C., instead of C,., i 
and we call (2, C,,) the strongly finite logic determined by .X (cf. 
Wojcicki, 1988). For every natural number n, dp”‘) denotes the sub- 
language of dp (i.e., subalgebra of S!), formulas of which are built up by 
means of logical connectives of 2 and the propositional variables p,,, . . . . p,. 
The final concept we need is that of a C-congruence of 2. A congruence 
relation 0 of 2 is said to be a C-congruence if aOg implies C(a) = C(p), 
all a, /I EL. By L’“‘/O we denote the set of O-congruence classes of all 
formulas of L(“‘. The greatest C-congruence of 2 (with respect to C) is 
denoted by 0,. This congruence is characterized by the following formula: 
a@,P iff Cb(pla))= C(Y(P/B)), all ye L. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be a strongly finite logic determined by a finite 
matrix A of cardinality k. If 9 has a resolution counterpart of size m, then 
there exists a resolution counterpart Rs of 9 also of size m, and such that 
verljiiers of Rs are among formulas of L(l), where t < k2”‘+ m - ‘. 
Proof. Let 9 = (2, C) and JJ! be as required. Moreover, let 
Rs’ = (&‘, 9’ ) be a resolution counterpart of B of size m. By Theorem 
5.5 in Stachniak (1991) we can assume that every two distinct verifiers of 
Rs’ are not @,-congruent. Let pO, . . . . pn be the list of all variables occurring 
in verifiers of Rs’ and let us suppose that n > k 2m + m ~ ‘. For every two distinct 
verifiers v, and vj of Rs’ there exists a valuation h, in d such that h,(vi) # 
h,(vj). Hence, h, determines a partition Y, of the set { pO, . . . . p,} into at 
most k disjoint subsets (called the members of Yu,) so that P,~ and pI belong 
to the same member of Y’, if h,( p,) = h,(p,). Intuitively, a partition Yy, 
says how to identify variables of vi and vj so that the resulting formulas can 
be separated in A with the help of some valuation. Clearly, it is sufficient 
to identify variables within each member of Yii. Our first objective is to 
find a minimal set of partitions that separate all the verifiers of Rs’. To this 
end consider an arbitrary pair vi, vj of verifiers and its partition Yy,. Yy, 
induces a partition of the set Ver of verifiers of Rs’ into at least two 
nonempty sets by grouping verifiers which cannot be separated when the 
variables in each member of Yq are identified. Next, consider an arbitrary 
pair v,, u, from one of the members V of the partition of Ver, and a 
corresponding partition Y,*. This in turn induces a partition of V into at 
least two nonempty sets. Continuing in this way we construct a tree T 
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whose leaves are in l-l correspondence with the verifiers of Rs’ and whose 
interior nodes correspond to the partitions needed to separate all verifiers 
of Rs’. Hence, there are m leaves and at most m - 1 partitions. Let Y be 
the common refinement of all the partitions corresponding to the interior 
nodes of T. (By the common refinement of two partitions Yv, and Yr,7 we 
understand the partition {Xn Y: XE Y’,, YE Y’,,].) Since there are at 
most m - 1 such partitions, Y has at most k” ~ I members. 
Our next objective is to associate with every consistent set V of verifiers 
of Rs’ a partition Yv of {pO, . . . . p,} in such a way that the set V’ obtained 
from V by substituting the same variable for all variables in each member 
of Yi is also consistent. To this end, let V be as required, let d be a set of 
designated values of A?, and let h, be a valuation in A? such that 
h c.( I’) G d. We define two variables pi, pi to be in the same member of the 
partition Y, iff h,(pi) = h,(pj). Let Y* be the common refinement of Y 
and all the partitions Yy,. Since there are at most 2” consistent subsets of 
Ver, Y* has at most k2”‘+“-’ members. We claim that by identifying 
variables occurring in verifiers of Rs’ in accordance with Y* we obtain a 
resolution counterpart Rs = (&‘, 9 ) of Pp. For let e be a substitution 
which assigns variables of 9 to variables of Y in such a way that e(pi) = 
e(p,) if pi and pj are in the same member of Y*, 0 < i, j d n. Let d = e(d’). 
The operations in the algebra d are induced by the appropriate operations 
in d’ and, hence, A$ and d’ are isomorphic. We also assume that 
9 = (e(f):feF’}. F rom these assumptions we immediately obtain 
(rl) for Rs. To show that the condition (r2) is also satisfied, 
let f(e(h), . . . . e(u,)) * e(v) be a transformation rule of Rs. Then 
f(o 0, . . . . u,) + v is a transformation in Rs’, and hence f (v,, . . . . v,) 0,~. Since 
0, is closed under substitutions (cf. Zygmunt, 1983), e(f(v,, . . . . II,))= 
f (e(vd . . . . e(v,)) O,e(v), which gives (r2). 
Finally, to demonstrate (r3), let I’ be a subset of Ver. If C(e( V)) # L, 
then C(V) #L (let us note that C(V) = L implies C(e’( I’)) = L, for every 
substitution e’). This means that V#y’ and hence e(V) $9. Conversely, 
suppose that C(e( I’)) = L. If C(V) #L, then for some set d of designated 
truth-values of A’, h v( V) c d. Let h’, be a valuation such that for every 
0 6 i < n, h;(e(p,)) = h,(pi). Since Y’, contributes to the partition Y*, 
h’,(e( V)) Ed, which contradicts the assumption that e(V) is inconsistent. 
Therefore, we must have C(V) = L which means that VE B ’ and hence 
e(V) E 9. This shows (r3) and completes the proof of this theorem. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. There is an effective method which for every resolution 
logic 9 constructs its minimal resolution counterpart, provided that there 
exists a recursive C-congruence 8 such that for every t > 0, L”‘/O is Jnite. 
ProojI Let Rs be a resolution counterpart of a logic B and let m be the 
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number of verifiers of Rs. In Stachniak (1991) it is shown that Rs is also 
a resolution counterpart of a strongly finite logic .?$ determined by a matrix 
of cardinality m. Moreover, every resolution counterpart of 9 is also a 
resolution counterpart of 9,. By Theorem 2.1 this means that verifiers of a 
minimal resolution counterpart of B have at most t = m2m+“--1 variables. 
Since for some recursive C-congruence 0, L”‘/O is finite, we can effectively 
construct a sequence 
(4 a(-), . ..) a, 
of formulas of L(‘) such that for every /?E L(‘) there is O,< i<s such that 
/3@gi. In Stachniak (1991) it is shown that resolution proof systems do not 
change their refutational properties if some of their verifiers are replaced 
with O.-congruent formulas. From the fact that the relation 0, is the 
largest C-congruence of 2 it follows that there exists a minimal resolution 
counterpart of B with verifiers among formulas of the sequence (a). We 
can list all such systems of size <m and return the smallest among them 
which is refutationally equivalent to Rs, i.e., refutes the same finite sets as 
Rs (in Stachniak, 1991 it is shown that the refutational equivalence of such 
systems can be effectively determined). 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. There is an effective method which for every strongly 
finite logic constructs its minimal resolution counterpart. 
ProoJ: Let us only note that for every finite matrix jtil, the relation 0, 
defined by 
aO,,,/I iff for every h E Hom($P, A), h(a) = h(P) 
is a recursive CA -congruence of 3 satisfying the requirement stated in 
Theorem 2.2. 1 
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that if a resolution logic 9 is 
defined by a resolution proof system with m verifiers, then a minimal coun- 
terpart of ?? can be found by restricting our attention to the sublanguage 
of 5? generated by t = m2”‘++’ variables. Surprisingly, for many logics 
t = 0 suffices. For instance, minimal resolution counterparts of the systems 
P2 and P3 of Example A, and of the three-valued tukasiewicz logic can be 
constructed from formulas containing just one variable. This shows that for 
some logics our bound m2m +m- ’ on the number of variables necessary for 
the construction of a minimal resolution counterparts can be significantly 
improved. 
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2.3. Resolution Approximation of Propositional Logics 
Theorem 2.2 shows that for a large class of resolution propositional logics 
minimal resolution counterparts can be effectively constructed. It turns out 
that even minimal resolution counterparts of some of these logics are too 
big to be efficiently implemented, in spite of speed-up techniques available 
for such systems (such as the polarity and the set of support strategies 
studied in O’Hearn and Stachniak, 1989b). In such cases, instead of con- 
centrating on a single resolution counterpart, it may be profitable to search 
for a finite class of small resolution proof systems which, when executed in 
parallel, can determine if a given set of formulas is consistent or not. We 
illustrate this idea with the following example. 
EXAMPLE B. Our objective is to construct a logic Ps which can be 
represented by a finite class X of small resolution proof systems. At the 
same time, our construction will guarantee that the size of the smallest 
resolution counterpart of P* is at least as large as the product of sizes of all 
the systems in X. Since the efficiency of resolution based theorem proving 
methods depends on the number of verifiers, P$ can be implemented more 
efficiently using X rather than its minimal resolution counterpart. 
To begin with, we need two logical systems and their minimal resolution 
counterparts, Our first calculus is the classical propositional logic $;, our 
second the three-valued logic P3p3: Both calculi as well as their resolution 
counterparts Rs, and Rs, are discussed in Example A. Now, let CYY be the 
consequence operation on Spz defined as follows: for every X, C,(X) = 
C,(X) n C,(X). One can show that the size of a minimal resolution coun- 
terpart of the logic Ys = (6pz, C, ) is at least 6, i.e., as large as the size of 
Rs, times the size of Rs,. 3 On the other hand, for every finite set X of 
formulas which do not share variables with verifiers of Rs, and Rs, the 
following equivalence holds: 
C,(X) = Lz iff X~ClandX=%lJ. 
Hence, the set (Rs,, Rs,} “refutationally approximates” C,, that is, Rs, 
and Rs, can be executed in parallel to determine whether X is consistent 
or not (cf. Fig. 1). 
The idea of refutational approximation of a logical calculus by a finite 
class of resolution proof systems is fundamental for our work. 
Let B = (9, C) be a propositional logic and let X = (Rsi : i 6 n} be a 
finite set of resolution proof systems on Y. We assume that every system 
3 This follows from the fact that every minimal resolution counterpart (s?, 9 ) of d, has 
a tautological verifier. say ur, and that the subalgebra of d generated by (ur) has at least 
6 elements. 
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C,(X) =L u x 
+g 
FIG. 1. Resolution approximation of 4 
Rsi E X is of the form (L$,$) and that Rsi is proper, i.e., is a resolution 
counterpart of a structural logic. A set XG L is called clean in .X (or just 
clean, if X is fixed) if formulas of X do not share variables with verifiers 
of the systems of X. We say that X is a resolution approximation of 9 
(r.a.) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(al ) for every finite and clean X G L, C(X) = L iff X =% 0, all 
i<n; 
(a2) if all the systems of 3” share a transformation rule u * w (up 
to O,), then uO,w. 
From (al) it follows that the consistency status of a finite clean set X of 
formulas can be determined by consulting resolution systems in Xx. These 
systems can be executed in parallel using n + 1 processors (cf. Fig. 2). This 
approach, combined with theorem proving strategies, can substantially 
improve the search for a refutation. 
(a2) is an analog to (r2) and it can be expressed formally as follows: 
for every i < n, let ub 3 ui, be a transformation rule of Rsi. If for every i < n, 
v;Gcvb+ 1 and v~@,vf+‘, then v~O,v~, all j d n. The following diagram 
illustrates (a2): 
vi 0, v:, 0, ..’ 0, v;, 
u 
Rso 
u 
Rsl . . . 
u 
Rs, implies v{@,v:, all j 6 n. 
vy 0, 0: 0, . . . 0, v; 
In particular, (a2) guarantees that if X = {Rs} is a r.a. of a structural logic 
9, then Rs is a resolution counterpart of B (cf. Theorem 2.7). Although we 
shall mainly concentrate on property (al), all the results presented in this 
R-V 
c==7 
0 
RSI 0 
C(X)= L e x I 
FIG. 2. Resolution approximation of a resolution logic (9, C). 
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section hold for classes of resolution proof systems satisfying both (al ) and 
(a2). 
Let us list some facts concerning finite classes of resolution proof systems 
(see also Stachniak, 1988). 
LEMMA 2.4. (Stachniak, 1991). Let Rs = (&, 9 ) be a resolution coun- 
terpart of a structural logic and let ,A$, = (d, g ) be the matrix defined as 
follows. d E 9 iff d +! 9’ and for every set d’ of verifiers, if d E d’ and d’ $ F, 
then d = d’. Then Rs is a resolution counterpart of the logic (9, C,KRE >. 
The matrix A%‘~, defined in Lemma 2.4 is called the matrix induced by Rs 
and some of its properties are discussed in Stachniak (1991). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a finite set of proper resolution proof systems on 
a language 9’. If X satisfies (al) with respect to a logic 9, then for ever-v 
Rs; E X and every V s Ver,, C(V) = L implies V E 5. 
Proof: Let X and 9 = (2, C ) be as required. Moreover, let Rsi E X 
and let VS Ver, be inconsistent. Select an automorphism e of 2 such that 
e(V) is clean in Xx. Since GY’ is structural, C(e( V)) = L and by (al), 
e( V) 2 0 . By Lemma 2.4, we also have C,,,(e( V)) = L, where Ai is 
the matrix induced by Rsi. Now, by structurality of CUH,, we have 
CU,f(eel(e(V)))=CUeS(V)=L, from which we obtain VE@. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. Let X be ajinite set of proper resolution proof systems on 
a language 9. Then there exists a propositional logic 9 such that X is a r.a. 
of 8. 
Proof Let X = { Rsi : i < n} be as required and for every i < n, let J& 
denote the matrix induced by Rsi. Moreover, let A! = (Ai: id n} and let 
C, be the consequence operation determined by JZ. Put 9 = (9, C-, ). 
The thesis of the theorem follows from the fact that for every XG L, 
Cud(X)= n tCuKW): i<n). I 
We call the logic 9 constructed in the proof of the above theorem the 
logic induced by X and we denote the consequence operation of this logic 
by C,. 
THEOREM 2.7. IfX= {Rs} . is a r.a. of a structural logic 9, then Rs is 
a resolution counterpart of 9. 
Proof Let Rs = (&, F ) and 9 be as required. (rl) and (r2) follow 
directly from (al ) and (a2). Let V E Ver. By Lemma 2.5, if C( V) = L, then 
V E 9. Suppose that C(V) #L and let e be an automorphism of L such 
that e(V) is clean in Rs. Then C(e( V)) # L and we must have 
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C,,(e( I’)) # L, where A is the matrix induced by Rs. Since C, is struc- 
tural and Rs is a resolution counterpart of (9, CU,), C.,(V) #L, and 
hence V$S. This shows (r3). 1 
2.4. Minimization 
Now, we are ready to prove our main result concerning resolution 
approximation of propositional logics. Namely, we show that there is an 
algorithm which for every resolution logic 9 constructs a minimal r.a. of 
P, that is, a set X satisfying (al) and (a2) and such that for every r.a. X’ 
of B there is a system Rs E A’” ’ the size of which is greater or equal to the 
size of every system in X. The details are presented below. 
We call two sets X0 and Jr, of resolution proof systems on 5F 
rejiitationally equivalent if the logics induced by X0 and X, have the same 
inconsistent sets, that is, for every set X, 
C,(X) = L iff C,,(X) = L. 
THEOREM 2.8. There is an effective procedure to determine whether 
two finite sets of proper resolution proof systems on 9 are refutationally 
equivalent or not. 
ProojI Let 4, i= 0, 1, be two finite sets of proper resolution proof 
systems on Y. Let Ai = {Nj: j< ni} be an enumeration of the matrices 
NJ = (&‘I:, 9;) induced by the resolution proof systems of &‘, and let 
Mj = (gi, 4) be the product of k’i constructed as follows: ai = 
n {-c4j:j<ni} and e= {dj:j<n, and dE9j}, where for every dE9j, 
It is an easy exercise to verify that for every Xs L, C,,(X) = 
r) {C,)!X):j<n,}. In Zygmunt (1974) it is shown that if Ni, i=O, 1, are 
two logical matrices such that for every h E Hom(di4, Ni) and every set d of 
designated values of Mi, h(L) $?G d, then we can effectively construct a finite 
matrix N such that for every set X of formulas, if C,(X) # L and 
C,(X) # L, then C,(X) = C,(X) n C,(X), else C,(X) = L. Hence, we can 
effectively construct a finite matrix A4 such that the refutational equivalence 
of X0 and X1 is equivalent to 
(a) C,(X) G C,,(X) and C,(X) G C,,(X), all XG L. 
The truth value of (a) can be effectively determined using the algorithm 
presented in the proof of the Theorem in Zygmunt (1983) which gives an 
effective method of determining the relationship between consequence 
operations defined by finite matrices. 1 
643.,96/2-t? 
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THEOREM 2.9. There is an effective method which for every resolution 
logic 9 = (Y, C > constructs its minimal resolution approximation, provided 
that Oc is recursive and for every t, L”‘/Q, is finite. 
Proof: Let .P = (2, C) be as required and let Rs be a resolution 
counterpart of 9 of size m. Moreover, let 
(a) 4, . . . . 4 
be a sequence of all non-isomorphic matrices of cardinality <m, and let 
Oi, i < s, denote the congruence of 2 defined by 
(b) C&~/I iff h(cc) = h(P), for every h E Hom(Y, -<). 
Clearly, if X is a minimal r.a. of P, then the matrices induced by the 
systems of X are among the matrices of (a) (up to isomorphism). By 
Theorem 2.1 we may restrict our search for X to the sublanguage L(‘), 
where t=m2”+m-1. Next, put O*=fi {Oi: i<s}n@,. Since for every 
i < s, Oi is recursive and L”‘/O, is finite, L”‘/O* is finite and there is an 
effective method of selecting a finite set W such that for every a E L(‘) there 
is c1 E W such that ~O*CY. Finally, let us list all finite sets X of proper 
resolution proof systems constructed from formulas of W. By Theorem 2.8 
we can eliminate all such sets X which are not refutationally equivalent to 
{Rs} and return the smallest set which satisfies (a2). 
The correctness of the above algorithm can be demonstrated as follows. 
Let X be a minimal r.a. of 9 and let Rsi E Xx. Clearly, Rsj is of size Gm. 
By Theorem 2.2 we may assume that the verifiers of Rs, belong to L(l). Let 
A$ be the matrix induced by Rs,. Since O* G 0, and since the replacement 
of any verifier of Rs, by a Oj-congruent formula does not change the 
refutational properties of Rs,, we may also assume that the verifiers of Rsj 
are among the formulas of W. 
Finally, let us note that it requires a finite number of steps to determine 
whether or not a set of proper resolution proof systems on 9 satisfies (a2) 
with respect to 0,. 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. There is an effective method which for every strongly 
finite logic 9 constructs a minimal r.a. of 9. 
Proof Let 9 = (2, C ) be a strongly finite logic defined by a finite 
matrix A. From Corollary 2.3 it follows that 9 is a resolution logic. In 
Stachniak (1991) it is shown that 0, is recursive. Let 0, be the con- 
gruence of Y defined by the condition (b) in the proof of Theorem 2.9, 
where Ai = A. Since for every t > 0, L(‘)/Q, is finite and since O., E Oc, 
for every t 3 0, L”‘/Oc is finite. 1 
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3. RESOLUTION APPROXIMATION OF FIRST-ORDER FINITELY VALUED LOGICS 
In this section we generalize the results obtained in Section 2 to lirst- 
order finitely-valued (FFO) logics. We begin with a brief review of the 
theory of resolution proof systems for these logics. Then, we prove the 
main result of the paper-the existence of an algorithm for constructing 
minimal resolution approximations of first-order finitely-valued logics. 
3.1. FFO Logics 
A first order-language 2 is specified by the sets S, of individual 
variables, S, of logical connectives, and the sets S, and Sr of predicate and 
of function symbols, respectively. The arity of a symbol f~ S, u S, u Sr is 
denoted by i(f). We assume the usual recursive definition of the sets TR 
of terms and L of formulas of 9, and the standard definitions of an atomic 
formula, ground formula, and subformula of a formula. Let us note that =!Y 
is quantifier-free. We assume that every formula of P’ is implicitly univer- 
sally quantified; this assumption will be reflected in the definition of a 
model of a formula of 2. 
Let Y be an arbitrary first-order language and let 4 = (~4, {D} ) be a 
finite matrix, where & is similar to (2, S,). The operations of d are the 
interpretations of the connectives of .Z. The semantics of 55’ is defined by 
means of the notion of an interpretation of terms and formulas in a non- 
empty domain U and the matrix A. An interpretation is a mapping n 
which assigns to every function symbol JE Sr a mapping r(f): Uio) + U, 
and to every predicate symbol P E S, a mapping n(P) : UiCp) -+ IdI. We 
call the pair (U, x) an M-frame. Any mapping v: S, + U is called a valua- 
tion of individual variables. We extend v to the valuation v* of TR u L into 
an A-frame ( U, 7~) in the usual way. An J-frame ( U, rc) is called an 
A-valued model of a formula a (or simply a model of a) if for every 
valuation v into U, v*(a)ED, i.e., a is “true” in J? under all valuations. 
We say that ( U, rr ) is a model of a set Xc L if ( U, rc ) is a model of every 
formula in X. Finally, we define a first-order finitely-valued logic (FFO 
logic) to be a pair (9, C), where 5? is a first-order language and C is a 
consequence operation such that for some finite matrix JN = (&, {D} ) 
(&’ being similar to (2, S, ) ) and every Xv {a} c L, 
a E C(X) iff every &‘-valued model of X is a model of a. 
This formalization of FFO logics is taken from O’Hearn and Stachniak 
(1989a) (see also Hawranek and Tokarz, 1977; Waszkiewicz and Weglorz, 
1969) where the reader is referred for further discussion. 
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3.2. First-Order Resolution Proof Systems 
Let $P be a first-order language with the disjunction connective denoted 
by v. Resolution proof systems on Y are deductive systems of the form 
Rs = (&‘, 9 ), where d is a finite algebra of ground formulas of 2, d 
and dp are similar algebras and 9 is a family of subsets of the base set Ver 
of d. As in the propositional case, the elements of Ver are called verifiers, 
and we can associate three types of inference rules with Rs: the resolution 
rule, the transformation rules, and the O-rules (cf. O’Hearn and Stachniak, 
1989a). The transformation and D-rules have the same meanings as in the 
propositional case. The resolution rule based on Ver has the form 
R 
ho, ...? %(4,) 
Ver : Q(%)(Q(dcdlV,) v “. v Q(%NQ(~,)l%)’ 
In this rule, c(~, . . . . CC, are arbitrary formulas that do not share variables (are 
standardized apart); di is an atomic subformula of cl; which does not occur 
in verifiers, and 0 is a most general unifier of c,&,, .. . . 4, (i.e., O(&,) = . . . = 
O(q5,)). The conclusion of this rule is obtained by replacing all occurrences 
of O(di) in @(a,) with the ith verifier ui, and taking the disjunction of the 
results. Let us note that uO, . . . . u, is a fixed enumeration of verifiers. 
A first-order resolution proof system operates on a finite set of quantifier- 
free formulas called the deduced set. As in the propositional case, a resolution 
proof consists of a finite number of applications of the inference rules to 
formulas in the deduced set. Each such application adds new formulas to 
the deduced set without altering its consistency status. In a proof we 
attempt to show that a given deduced set is inconsistent by trying to add 
0 to the set. The expression “X % I?” has the same meaning as in the 
propositional case. 
A resolution proof system Rs on Y is called a resolution counterpart of 
a FFO logic 9 if the conditions (r 1 )-(r3) are satisfied. In (r 1) we assume 
that X is clean in Rs i.e., the formulas of X and Ver do not share atomic 
subformulas; in (r2), the symbol “p” represents now a ground atomic 
formula of 2. We illustrate this definition with the following example. 
EXAMPLE C. The (basic) non-clausal resolution proof system for 
quantifier-free first-order logic introduced in Manna and Waldinger (1986) is 
based on the set (F, T) of vertj?ers, where T and F are formulas defining 
truth and falsehood, respectively, and on three types of inference rules: 
- The resolution rule, which has the following general form: 
441, 8(11/J 
R’cT1: Q(aNQ(4)lF) v QUO(Q(+)lT)’ 
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In this rule, I$ and $ are subformulas of t( and fl, respectively; t( and fi are 
standardized apart; and 0 is a most general unifier of 4 and II/ (hence 
O(d) = O(e)). The conclusion of this ruIe is obtained by replacing all 
occurrences of O(d) in Q(cc) by F, replacing all occurrences of O($) in O(p) 
by T, and taking the disjunction of the results. 
- The transformation rules correspond to semantic definitions of 
logical connectives. 7 F + T, T v F =z. T are examples of such rules. 
- jF)= Cl and (F, Tj*O are the only Cl-rules. 
3.3. Minimal Resolution Approximations 
We adopt the definition of resolution approximation introduced in 
Section 2 to FFO logics without any significant changes. Our main objective 
is to show that minimal resolution approximations of FFO logics can be 
effectively constructed. 
Let 9 = (9, C ) be an arbitary but fixed disjunctive A-valued FFO 
logic. Moreover, let TP be a propositional language similar to the algebra 
of JV and let L, be the set of formulas of 6”,. Hence, gP = ( 6pP, C, ) is a 
propositional logic. As in Section 2, we assume that PP has at least one 
consistent and at least one finite inconsistent set of formulas. Let us select 
a one-one function e which maps the set of all ground atomic formulas of 
,?? onto the set of all variables of L,. Using the mapping e we can establish 
the correspondence between resolution proof systems on 9 and those 
defined over YP. Namely, if Rs is a resolution proof system on 9, then by 
e(Rs) let us denote the resolution proof system on 5$ obtained from Rs by 
replacing every occurrence of an atomic formula a in all verifiers of Rs with 
e(a). Through this section we shall be considering only such resolution 
proof systems Rs on 5? for which e(Rs) is proper. Let X be a finite set of 
resolution proof systems. We call a set XG L clean in X if formulas of X 
do not share atomic subformulas with verifiers of the systems of Xx. 
LEMMA 3.1 (O’Hearn and Stachniak, 1989a). If Rs is a resolution 
counterpart of .?$‘,, then e-‘(Rs) is a resolution counterpart of 9. 
For every set XG L, let H(X) denote the set of all ground instances of 
formulas of X. The next lemma relates the logics 9 and PP. 
LEMMA 3.2. (O’Hearn and Stachniak, 1989a). Let XG L. Then 
C(X) = L ifs C”,(e(H(X))) = L,. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that X, is r.a. of pp. Then X = {e-‘(Rs) : Rs E X,} 
is r.a. of 9. 
Proof Let XP and X be as required. For every Rs E -X, let CRs denote 
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the consequence operation determined by the matrix M,, induced by Rs. 
Moreover, let (9, Ck,) be the FFO logic determined by the matrix M,, . 
We prove only that (al) is satisfied. Let Xc L be finite and clean in %“. 
(al) follows from the following equivalences: 
(1) C(X)= L iff C.,(e(H(X)))= L,; (Lemma 3.2) 
(2) C,(e(H(X)))= L, iff for every RsEX~, e(H(X)) 2 0 ; ((al 1) 
(3) for every Rs~3k^p, e(H(X)) % q 8 C,,(e(H(X)))= L,; ((rl)) 
(4) for every Rs E XP, C,,(e(H(X))) = L, iff C&(X) = L; (Lemma 3.2) 
(5) for every Rs E XP, C,&(X) = L iff X’%’ 0. (Lemma 3.1) 
The equivalences (2) and (3) are obtained with the help of the fact that if 
(P”, C’) is a strongly finite logic with a finite inconsistent set, then for 
every XE L’, C’(X) = L’ implies C’($) = L’, for some finite subset X,of X. 
I 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that X is r.a. of 9. Then .%& = (e(Rs): Rs E X ) is 
r.a. of pp. 
Proof Let X and X, be as required. For every RSE X let (9, CA,) 
be an MecRsj -valued FFO logic, where MP(aS, denotes the matrix induced 
by e(Rs). Let XG L, be finite and clean. By Lemma 3.2, 
(1) Ck,(e-l(X)) = L iff CIClp,REj(X) = L,. 
Since e(Rs) is a resolution counterpart of ( YP, CM,,Rr,), (1) can be 
rewritten as 
(2) ep’(X) S-0 iffXe(Rs!U. 
By (al) and Lemma 3.2 we have 
c.4 (W = L, iff C(e-‘(X))=L iff foreveryRsEX,e-‘(X) =% 0, 
which, combined with (2) gives 
C,(X) = L, iff foreveryRsEXP,XXEl. 1 
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.5. There is an effective method which for every FFO logic 9 
constructs a minimal r.a. of 9. 
Prooj Let 9 be a A-valued FFO logic. Let XP be a minimal r.a. of the 
logic gP = ( YP, C,). We find XP using the minimization algorithm of 
Theorem 2.9. By Lemma 3.3, X = (e-‘(Rs) : RSE X,} is r.a. of 9. The 
minimality of X follows from Lemma 3.4. [ 
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Following Example B and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we can easily construct 
a FFO logic with a minimal resolution counterpart at least as large as the 
product of sizes of resolution proof systems occurring in a minimal 
resolution approximation of this logic. On the other hand, minimal 
resolution approximations of some logics consist of just one proof system 
(for instance, the classical predicate logic discussed in Example C has this 
property). In such cases the concepts of a minimal r.a. and of a minimal 
resolution counterpart coincide. The problem therefore arises of describing 
the scope of applicability of the resolution approximation method discussed 
in this paper. Formally, this problem can be expressed as follows. We call 
a logic 9 refutationally irreducible if 9 has a minimal resolution 
approximation consisting of one resolution proof system, say Rs. Clearly, 
Rs is a minimal resolution counterpart of 9. Characterize the class of 
refutationally irreducible logics. We hope to provide a solution to this 
problem in the near future. 
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